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Abstract
Monte Carlo ray tracing offers the capability of rendering scenes with large numbers of area light sources—lights can be sampled stochastically and shadowing can be accounted for by tracing rays, rather than using shadow maps or other rasterizationbased techniques that do not scale to many lights or work well with area lights. Current GPUs only afford the capability of
tracing a few rays per pixel at real-time frame rates, making it necessary to focus sampling on important light sources. While
state-of-the-art algorithms for offline rendering build hierarchical data structures over the light sources that enable sampling
them according to their importance, they lack efficient support for dynamic scenes. We present a new algorithm for maintaining
hierarchical light sampling data structures targeting real-time rendering. Our approach is based on a two-level BVH hierarchy
that reduces the cost of partial hierarchy updates. Performance is further improved by updating lower-level BVHs via refitting,
maintaining their original topology. We show that this approach can give error within 6% of recreating the entire hierarchy
from scratch at each frame, while being two orders of magnitude faster, requiring less than 1 ms per frame for hierarchy updates
for a scene with thousands of moving light sources on a modern GPU. Further, we show that with spatiotemporal filtering, our
approach allows complex scenes with thousands of lights to be rendered with ray-traced shadows in 16.1 ms per frame.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Ray tracing;

1. Introduction
Complex illumination is a critical ingredient for the visual richness of rendered images. Images that include the soft shadows and
diffused lighting that is characteristic of large area light sources
have a markedly more realistic appearance than images rendered
with small numbers of point or directional light sources, which give
stark and harsh lighting effects. However, with more than few light
sources it is infeasible to shade them all individually, especially under the constraints of real-time rendering. Culling and/or stochastic
selection of a subset of lights is necessary. In this work, we focus
on stochastic sampling in order to be able to support many contributing light sources and still compute unbiased results.
With this approach, it is necessary to define a discrete probability density function (PDF) pl (x, i) that gives the probability of
sampling the ith light as seen from a point x in the scene. The more
closely proportional pl (x, i) is to the reflected light at x due to the
light i’s emission, the less error will be present in the image. Unfortunately, an accurate pl cannot be easily precomputed as there are
millions of shading points x, a scene may have tens of thousands
of lights i, and generally, the optimal sampling distribution varies
drastically between different parts of the scene.
An elegant solution exists for offline rendering: a single bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) is built over all lights and at each point

x, the tree is stochastically traversed [KWR∗ 17, CEK18]. At each
level of the traversal, the relative contributions of the children nodes
are estimated such that the full distribution pl is never represented
explicitly and only log(n) computations per shading point (where
n is the number of lights) are required. This idea is illustrated in
Figure 1. For offline rendering, the cost of constructing the light
BVH is negligible compared to the rendering time. This is not the
case for real-time rendering, where many fewer rays are generally
traced per frame and no more than a few milliseconds per frame are
available. The goal of this paper is to adapt light BVH methods to
be suitable for real-time ray tracing of dynamic scenes. We make
the following contributions:
• We organize light sources in multiple bounding volume hierarchies, arranged in a two-level hierarchy.
• We show that refitting light BVHs without modifying their topology can be implemented efficiently on the GPU, and that this approach works well for moderate amounts of light source motion.
• We demonstrate that top-level BVHs can be rebuilt asynchronously to maintain close-to-optimal overall tree topology.
Thus, our approach can support a wide range of motion without
an increase in sampling error due to sub-optimal BVHs.
• We present results based on a real-time path tracer implemented
in Direct3D 12 using the DirectX Raytracing API.
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Figure 1: Light sources are stored in a bounding volume hierarchy
(illustrated in 2D on the left, and as a tree on the right). To sample
a light at a shading point x, the tree is stochastically traversed by
estimating the contributions from the two children (light clusters)
at each node. Important clusters are given a higher priority and a
random decision is made about which branch to follow.

We show that with our approach, the cost of maintaining the
light acceleration structure is less than 1 ms per frame for dynamic
scenes with tens of thousands of emitters, with mean-squared error
(MSE) within 6% compared to a single optimized light BVH.
2. Previous Work
Kajiya suggested taking a single light sample at each path vertex
regardless of the total number of lights [Kaj86]. Since his work, a
number of researchers have investigated ways of computing accurate estimates of the contributions of the light sources to be able to
choose among them more effectively.
Ward introduced the idea of generating a discrete PDF over lights
at each shaded point [War91] and tracked how often each light
source was visible. Shirley et al. estimated lights’ contributions to
compute per-light probabilities [SWZ96], using an octree to classify light sources into “bright” and “dim” sets. Zimmerman and
Shirley used a uniform spatial subdivision rather than an octree and
also maintained estimates of each light’s visibility [ZS95]. Wald
et al. generated a light sampling PDF using a sparse path tracing
pass [WBS03]. Their approach works well in densely occluded environments but does not effectively distinguish between local lights
that are important at some points but less so at others.
A number of light transport algorithms have been developed
based on hierarchical representations of illumination encoded as
point lights, including Lightcuts [WFA∗ 05] and its predecessor [PPD98]. Closely related are global illumination algorithms
based on virtual point lights (VPLs) [DKH∗ 14]. These approaches
all use point lights for illumination and not just for sampling, which
introduces the possibility of error from the discretization and the
weak singularity from the 1/r2 term close to the point lights.
Tiled shading [And09, OA11, Har12, OC17] bins lights into
screen-space tiles, where the depth bounds of the tiles reduce the
number of lights that need to be processed in each one. These
screen space acceleration structures are not applicable to indirect intersection points with ray tracing. Further, clamped light
ranges can cause undesired darkening. To address the darkening, Tokuyoshi and Harada used a bounding sphere hierarchy and
stochastic light ranges to reject unimportant lights [TH16].
A number of researchers have investigated other approaches

based on building hierarchies over the light sources and traversing them to sample lights. Iray uses a hierarchical light importance
sampling scheme based on a BVH [KWR∗ 17]. Conty Estévez and
Kulla [CEK18] take a similar approach for cinematic rendering
with a 4-wide BVH that clusters lights in world space based on both
orientation and surface normal bounding cones. Moreau and Clarberg describe a GPU implementation of their algorithm [MC19].
Vévoda et al. [VKK18] recently described an approach based on
online learning of the importance of light sources based on clustering with a hierarchy and a Bayesian approach. Their method
has relatively high memory use, does not support dynamic light
sources, and does not readily map to GPUs.
The idea of “refitting” bounding volume hierarchies for ray intersection acceleration with animated geometry was introduced by
van den Bergen [vdB97] for collision detection, and later applied
to ray–object intersection [LYMT06, WBS07]. These approaches
take advantage of the fact that for relatively small amounts of object motion, the original BVH’s topology can be maintained with
node bounds updated to account for moving objects’ new positions.
Doing so saves the computational expense of rebuilding the BVH.
To our knowledge, these techniques have not been applied to light
sampling BVHs. We note that with collision detection and ray–
object intersection, sub-optimal BVHs cause an increase in computation but do not introduce error. With light sampling, low quality
BVHs instead lead to inaccurate light contribution estimates, which
in turn may lead to variance in rendered images—i.e., error rather
than inefficiency. We apply refitting and study these effects.
3. Algorithm
The light sampling distribution should ideally be proportional to
each light i’s contribution to reflected radiance L at the point x being
shaded: pl (x, i) ∝ L(x, ωo ), where ωo is the view direction. The
more closely the distribution matches L, the lower the error will be.
This principle is known as importance sampling in Monte Carlo
integration [PJH16]. However, it is not feasible to determine a pl
that is exactly proportional to L:
f (ω → ωo ) Le (xl , −ω)V (x ↔ xl ) | cos θ cos θl |
dxl ,
kx − xl k2
(1)
where the integration domain Ai is the surface of the ith light, f
is the bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF), ω is
the normalized vector from x to a point xl on the light, Le is the
radiance emitted by the light, and V is a visibility term that is one if
the two points are unoccluded and zero otherwise. The two cosine
terms are with respect to the surface normals at x and at xl .
Z

L(x, ωo ) =

Ai

We use the approach by Conty Estévez and Kulla [CEK18] as
implemented by Moreau and Clarberg [MC19], which takes the total emitted flux, the 1/r2 falloff, and the relative orientations of
the shading normal and light source into account using bounding
cones. Instead of computing these terms for all the light sources,
lights with nearby locations and directions are grouped together
into a light BVH [KWR∗ 17,CEK18]. The BVH allows hierarchical
approximation of these quantities, reducing the per-sample complexity from O(n) to O(log n) and making it feasible to perform
these computations at every shading point. This algorithm can be
applied to point or area lights, as well as emissive triangles.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Care has to be taken when deciding which light sources
to put in each bottom-level hierarchy. Left: it is difficult to accurately estimate the contribution from the large overlapping BLASes,
leading to higher variance. Right: it is preferable to place lights
that are spatially nearby in the same hierarchies.

3.1. Two-Level Light Acceleration Structures
Previous approaches used a single BVH for all light sources. The
BVH must be rebuilt from scratch if even a single light moves
or changes intensity. That approach isn’t suitable for real-time
rendering with dynamic lights due to the cost of rebuilding the
BVH [MC19].
The problem is closely related to managing data structures for
ray-intersection testing in dynamic scenes. APIs like DirectX Raytracing or Vulkan ray tracing and libraries like OptiX [PBD∗ 10]
and Embree [WWB∗ 14], use two-level BVHs that store collections
of geometry in separate bottom-level acceleration structure (BLAS)
and maintain a separate top-level acceleration structure (TLAS)
that stores the BLASes. A moving object only causes its BLAS
and the TLAS to be rebuilt. The cost of hierarchy updates is kept
low if static geometry is stored separately from dynamic objects.
With light BVHs, that partitioning is not ideal for static lights
as it would lead to large BVH nodes and therefore poor estimates
of node contributions due to having many emissive primitives and
high uncertainty regarding their positions and orientations within
the node. Other strategies such as sorting based on material can
similarly be counterproductive; see Figure 2. We have found that
storing each emissive mesh in its own BLAS generally gives a good
balance. Figure 3 shows an example from one of our test scenes. In
future work, it would be interesting to investigate automatic ways
to partition emissive geometry into BLASes.
We sample our two-level light BVH by first traversing the TLAS
down to a leaf node by evaluating an importance function [CEK18]
for each of the current node’s children and stochastically selecting one of them. Each leaf node points to a BLAS, and the same
technique is used to select a light in it. The overall probability of
sampling a light is the product of the probability of sampling the
BLAS it is in and the probability of sampling it in its BLAS.
3.2. Updating the Two-Level Acceleration Structure
By design, if a light source has been modified then only the TLAS
and BLAS to which it belongs need to be updated. Those updates
can either take the form of fully rebuilding the hierarchy or refitting it. The latter keeps the topology of the hierarchy intact—i.e.,
the parent/children relationships between the nodes stay the same,
as well as which primitives are stored in each leaf node—but the
aggregate attributes like bounding boxes are updated to account
for the object motion [LYMT06, WBS07]. For our light BVHs, the
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: Each yellow box is the root node of a bottom-level acceleration structure (BLAS), here shown for the Bistro scene. Notice
that both static light sources, e.g., the street lights and hanging light
bulbs, and dynamic emissive objects are each represented by one or
more BLASes, here in total 142 for the full scene.
BLAS 1

BLAS 2

BLAS 3

Figure 4: Our light BVH refit operation is performed bottom-up on
all modified bottom-level hierarchies in parallel, with one compute
shader dispatch per tree level (as shown in green). For this purpose,
each tree stores a list of node indices sorted by tree level.

aggregate attributes also include the total emitted flux and normal
bounding cones. Thus, even static light sources can trigger a rebuild
or refit if their flux changes (for example, flashing lights).
After object animation, we dispatch compute shader passes on
the GPU for all modified BLASes, with a separate dispatch for
each tree level bottom-up, updating the current row’s nodes based
on their children’s aggregate attributes; see Figure 4. We then also
refit the TLAS on the GPU, to let rendering immediately proceed.
However, we have found it worthwhile to rebuild the TLAS to keep
it as accurate as possible. Therefore, we perform an asynchronous
full rebuild of the TLAS on the CPU; this lets us exploit idle CPU
cycles while the GPU is busy rendering without introducing extra
latency. Figure 5 shows an execution timeline.
4. Results
We evaluated our approach using two complex scenes with dynamic light sources; see below for general statistics and Figure 3
and 6 for representative images. The scenes contain both skinned
animation and multiple rigid objects that follow animation paths.
Note that we perform BVH refit for all moving objects, independent of their amount of motion and type of animation. The algo-
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Figure 5: The bottom-level (BLAS) and top-level (TLAS) light BVHs are refitted on the GPU based on the current vertex positions and flux
values for the emissive geometry. To maintain a good topology, the TLAS is rebuilt asynchronously on the CPU based on last frame’s data.

rithms were implemented in the Falcor real-time rendering framework [BYF∗ 18] using Microsoft Direct3D 12 and DirectX Raytracing (DXR). All results were measured on an NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 2080Ti GPU with 12GB RAM using driver 419.67, on a computer with an Intel Xeon E5-1650 v4 CPU at 3.60GHz and 32GB
RAM. The output resolution was 1920×1080 pixels.
Scene
Total triangles
Emissive triangles (static)
Emissive triangles (dynamic)

Bistro
3,038,170
19,948
6,495

Emerald Square
9,687,074
19,440
66,172

Using a two-level BVH rather than a single unified one may
reduce importance sampling accuracy (recall Figure 2.) In order
to evaluate the importance of this issue, we first measured rendering time and the mean squared error (MSE) for static scene
using one light sample per pixel (spp) with three sampling approaches: uniform probabilities over all of the light sources, a single light sampling BVH on the GPU [MC19], and our two-level
BVH. Error was measured with respect to reference images rendered with 10,000 spp. Times were averaged over a few hundred
frames and only include the ray-tracing pass to compute lighting—
the time to generate the G-buffer (roughly 2 ms) and for tone mapping (less than 1 ms) is not included. All techniques were combined with BRDF sampling using multiple importance sampling
(MIS) [VG95], taking one BRDF sample for each light sample. For
clarity of presentation, only direct illumination was evaluated; the
total number of rays per pixel was therefore 2×spp (one shadow
ray and one BRDF scatter ray).
The results are presented in Table 1. As has been demonstrated
previously [CEK18, MC19] and is evident here, a uniform light
sampling PDF is ineffective in scenes with many light sources. For
these scenes, the increase in MSE from replacing a single BVH
with a two-level BVH is insignificant. Note also that there is a negligible difference in runtime performance between these variants.
We next performed a set of experiments to compare four approaches for rendering scenes with moving light sources: uniform
light sampling; a single-level BVH that is built from scratch when
any light changes; a single-level BVH that is refit when a light
changes; and a two-level BVH where bottom-level BVHs are refit and the top-level is rebuilt. Lacking an efficient GPU algorithm
to build the entire BVH, the second approach is not suitable for
real-time applications—a full rebuild for these scenes takes over
90 ms—but it provides a baseline that gives the best sampling probabilities and thus the lowest MSE.
Because all of these sampling methods are unbiased, Monte

Figure 6: The Emerald Square scene with crops rendered using
1 spp, 4 spp, and 16 spp, respectively. This scenes has 143 dynamic
emissive meshes for a total of 66,172 moving emissive triangles.
Carlo efficiency is a useful metric. It is defined as the inverse product of rendering time t and variance v [PJH16], which MSE is an
1
estimate of: ε = t·v
. Monte Carlo efficiency cleanly accounts for
the interplay between computation time and error in the integration: because variance (and MSE) decreases at the rate O(1/N) for
a number of samples N, it correctly indicates that, for example, a
method that takes twice as much time as another to deliver half
as much variance is no improvement: we could equivalently take
twice as many samples with the first and expect the same variance.
The results are reported in Table 2. As before, timings are the
average over a few hundred frames and MSE is computed with respect to a reference rendering with 4,000 spp. We can see that the
slight reduction in update time from refitting a single BVH is not
worth it: the increase in MSE is such that its Monte Carlo efficiency
is on par with or lower than our approach. In a similar fashion, we
can see that although a single-level BVH that is built from scratch
when lights move gives the best MSE, the cost to build the BVH
also is not worth it in terms of overall efficiency.
Next, we measured the effect of the accumulation of error from
refitting BVHs over long animations—extensive motion of light
sources may cause the original BVH topology to become inappropriate. See the accompanying video in order to see the animation.
The results are presented in Figure 7 and 8. We can see that rebuilding the TLAS is worth the small computational cost.
Finally, as presented thus far, our method produces consistent,
unbiased results. For practical use at low sample counts, it is essential to pair it with a reconstruction filter to remove the residual Monte Carlo noise. As a proof of concept, we have integrated
spatiotemporal variance-guided filtering (SVGF) [SKW∗ 17] in the
renderer. Figure 9 shows an example rendered at 1 spp using uniform sampling and our method, before and after denoising. Note
that the denoised result with our method is much closer to ground
truth, thanks to the denoiser having better input to work with. Our
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Scene
Time (ms)
MSE

Uniform
6.2
16.8

Bistro
One-level BVH
10.4
2.12

Two-level BVH
10.7
2.14

Uniform
7.7
19

Emerald Square
One-level BVH Two-level BVH
11.3
11.6
0.49
0.50

Table 1: Rendering time and error using 1 spp for the first frame of the animations of the two scenes with time paused, i.e., no dynamic
updates were performed. The two-level BVH only introduces a negligible increase in error of 1–2% compared to a single-level BVH.
Scene
Uniform
BVH update time (ms)
Sampling time (ms)
Total time (ms)
MSE
MC efficiency ε
ε w.r.t. uniform

0
0.34
6.2
16.5
0.0097
1×

One-level
(rebuild)
~90
2.3
101
1.56
0.0064
0.66×

Bistro
One-level
(refit)
0.17
2.4
10.8
1.95
0.048
4.9×

Two-level
(rebuild/refit)
0.85 / 0.18
2.6
12.0
1.65
0.050
5.2×

Uniform
0
0.32
7.7
20
0.0065
1×

Emerald Square
One-level One-level
(rebuild)
(refit)
~300
0.22
2.0
2.0
311
11.3
0.58
0.67
0.0055
0.13
0.85×
20.3×

Two-level
(rebuild/refit)
0.89 / 0.35
2.2
12.6
0.61
0.13
20.1×

Table 2: Performance and error for with two different scenes rendered at 1 spp. Error was measured after 269 frames in order to capture
large amounts of light movement. By comparing the Monte Carlo efficiency of the various approaches, we can see that our approach (twolevel) has a much higher efficiency than one-level rebuild, without suffering from the robustness issues of refitting only, as pictured in Figure 8.
Notice that we have summed the CPU and GPU execution times in this table, even though in reality they overlap.
Mean squared error (Bistro, 4spp)

1.0
0.8

MSE

0.6

0.4

1-level refit
2-level rebuild/refit

0.2
0

100

Frames

200

300

Figure 7: Error over time for an animation of the Bistro scene rendered at 4 spp. The benefit of rebuilding the top-level BVH results
in an up to 1.4× reduction in MSE compared to using a one-level
BVH that is refitted every frame. Notice that locally the differences
can be much larger; see Figure 8.

SVGF implementation has not been optimized, and currently runs
in roughly 4 ms per frame, for a total frame time of 16.1 ms for
this scene. The supplemental video shows SVGF filtering with animation. The video was rendered with 4 spp, giving a frame time of
31.7 ms. Note that the filtered output is generally of high quality,
with only minor temporal artifacts and ghosting. Gradient estimation [SPD18] would presumably reduce the ghosting.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
The arrival of ray tracing as a first-class visibility primitive in modern graphics APIs presents an opportunity for substantial improvements in the realism and richness of real-time graphics. We have
introduced an approach for unbiased many-light sampling on GPUs
that is suitable for ray tracing dynamic scenes. Our method is based
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 8: Crops of the Bistro scene for frame 269 of the animation
at 4 spp, using a one-level BVH that is refitted each frame on the
left, our two-level BVH in the center, and a reference on the right.

on a two-level hierarchy of acceleration structures over the lights
and includes efficient update and sampling algorithms.
In the future, we would like to develop algorithms for building
light BVHs from scratch on the GPU. Not only would it be desirable to eliminate CPU-GPU copies, but a sufficiently efficient
algorithm would also allow the option of building a single BVH
from scratch for moderate numbers of dynamic light sources. We
would also like to investigate heuristics for determining when a refit light BVH has come to be ineffective and should be rebuilt. We
hope that our work will inspire forward looking game engines and
further research in rendering with complex lighting.
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1×

0.0128×

0.0517×

0.0061×

–

Figure 9: Crops of the Bistro scene and MSE with respect to uniform light sampling. From left to right: uniform light sampling at 1 spp;
filtered with SVGF [SKW∗ 17] (5 frames accumulated); two-level BVH sampling at 1 spp, filtered output (5 frames acc.); reference image.
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